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LEARNING MODELS STARTING WITH BRAIN GYM
IN LEARNING ENGLISH VOCABULARY
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Abstact
Teaching English Vocabulary to the elementary school students is a challenge.
Children in age ten to age 15 are in critical period. In this period they can get
the lesson easily if they have good motivation to study especially in studying
English. In elementary school, the teacher should have a good creativity in
order to handle the class very well. The teacher should find some strategies to
make the students keep concentrating on the lesson. In addition, the main role
of teacher is to make their students motivated in learning. This article is aimed
at explaining Learning Model Starting with Brain Gym in Learning English
Vocabulary at Elementary School. Brain gym is a simple movement which
involves some points which is related to the brain of human. It can make the
students easily to breath, the blood circular can be in a good circulation. The
movement of brain gym can increase the students’ concentration in learning,
strengthen the students’ motivation, develop the students’ self confidence, self
esteem, and togetherness feeling and can reduce the students’ stress in learning
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INTRODUCTION
Teaching English to the elementary school students is a
challenge. Children in age ten to age 15 are in critical period.
In this period they can get the lesson easily if they have good
motivation

to

study

especially

in

studying

English.

In

elementary school, the teacher should have a good creativity in
order to handle the class very well.

The teacher should find

some strategies to make the students keep concentrating on
the lesson.

In addition, the main role of teacher is to make

their students motivated in learning.
In addition, related to the English learning process,
teachers of English should find some activities that can
motivate the students to study the language and also create a
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good atmosphere in the classroom. One way to create a good
condition in teaching English in their classroom is by using
learning models starting with brain gym. It is really a delightful
technique and also appropriate in the earlier stage of the
language learning.
BRAIN GYM IN VOCABULARY CLASS
One of the way to increase the students’ concentration in
learning is through Brain gym. It is a simple movement which
involves some points which is related to the brain of human. It
can make the students easily to breath, the blood circular can
be in a good circulation.

The movement of brain gym can

increase the students’ concentration in learning, strengthen
the

students’

motivation,

develop

the

students’

self

confidence, self esteem, and togetherness feeling and can
reduce the students’ stress in learning (Dennison, 2004:21)
A search in contemporary dictionaries reveals that learning
is “acquiring or getting of knowledge of a subject or skill by
study, experience or instruction. Skinner (2009: 3 in Sobry) state
that” learning as a process adaption or adjustment of behavior
that is going on progressive. Then, M. Sobry Sutikno (2009:3)
states that “ learning as a process that is done someone to get a
new changing as a result experience itself in interction with
environment.In addition, C.T Morgan (2009:4 in Sobry) states
“learning is relatively permanent changes in an individual’s
knowledge or behavior that result from previous experience.
Furthermore,Brown (1994: 7) says that learnig is “aquiring of
getting knowledge of a subject or skill by study, experience or
instruction.” Another definition of learning is also proposed by
Kimble and Garmezy (in Brown, 1994:7). They define learning as
a relatively permanent change in s behavioral tendency and are
the result of reinforced practice.
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According to definitions above, learning activity is a process
which can motivate someone to change their behavior and
maturation

into

relatively

permanent

position

through

experiences that involves their cognitive process, and should be
done interactively between the teacher and the students. The
interactive nature of learning means that evaluations designed to
guide instruction must focus on interaction themselves, not on
individual component of interaction.
Teachers are subjective insiders involved in classroom
instruction as they go about their daily routines of instructing
students, grading papers, taking attendance, evaluating their
performance as well as looking the curriculum. Traditional
educational researchers who develop questions and design
studies around those questions and conduct research within the
schools are considered objective outside observers of classroom
interaction. But when teachers become teacher-researchers, the
“traditional descriptions

of both teachers and researchers

change. Teacher-researchers raise questions about what they
think and observe about their teaching and their students’
learning. They collect student work in order to evaluate
performance, but they also see student work as data to analyze
in order to examine the teaching and learning that produced it”.
Rose (2000:34) states that to a mind of flint, the teacher
must be iron, and strike sparks. To the empty pitcher, the teacher
becomes a well. To the fallow mind, a planter of seeds. To the
cluttered mind, a gardener to weed, shape, and clear a space for
growing. To the lens, the teacher is light, and to the mind of light,
a lens. To the sleeper, the teacher is the wake up call of birds at
sunrise. To clay, the teacher is a knowing guide. To the developed
mind, the teacher is colleague, listener, friend.
To all, the teacher is a mirror that shows not only the self
but the path and its choices, the task and its demands-the
difficulties, the joys. To all and from all, the teacher is a learner, a
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person-and a prism through which the ordinary reveals itself to
be miraculous. Most dictionaries define the word “teacher”
simply as “one who teachers”. At face value, this may be true,
but most of what it means to be a teacher can’t possibly be
expressed in a single sentence. A teacher is a symbol of learning,
a leader of learners, and a miracle to education.
Brain Gym in Teaching English Vocabulary at Elementary
School
Brain gym is a simple movement which involves some
points which is related to the brain of human. It can make the
students easily to breath, the blood circular can be in a good
circulation.

The movement of brain gym can increase the

students’ concentration in learning, strengthen the students’
motivation, develop the students’ self confidence, self esteem,
and togetherness feeling and can reduce the students’ stress in
learning (Dennison, 2004:21)
Nurhayati (1998: 43) suggested that in teaching English, a
teacher should give more activities especially in teaching
vocabulary, so they have time to receive and produce the words.
Why must teaching involve various kinds of activities? Because
students seem to learn better when engaged in activity which
involve more skills in teaching.
The advantage of Brain Gym games according to Carrier
(1980:6), as follows : Brain gym can be used to change the pace
of a lesson and so maintain motivation. Brain gym can change
the role of the teacher from that a formal instructure to that
manager organizer of activities that students enjoy participating.
This can be useful in reducing teacher-students distance or
conflict. Brain gym can increase teacher-students comunication
and so reduce the domination of the classroom by the teacher.
The activity or movement that can be used in teaching
vocabulary is classroom brain gym. Movement is imitating
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something

or

pretending

action.

It

is

used

to

get

an

understanding about a certain skill through process of activities
or practices in imitating situation.
They also give values of a movement in nine components
as follows:
1. Motivator
It is a source of fascination and pleasure for students of all
ages. It provides a break in classroom routine
2. Efficacy
It promotes active involvement in learning
3. Skill
It reinforces and maintains inquiry and valuing skill
4. Responsibility
It shifts the burden of responsibility students
5. Sympathy and Empathy
The players’ ability to identify with the game roles is directly
related to their ability to empathies with the individuals
whose roles they have assumed.
6. Group process
It affords teachers opportunities to study group process in
their classroom.
7. Reality testing
In provides students which chances to test reality they will
encounter in the adult words.
8. Concept learning
The teacher who uses brain gym activity can accommodate
the learning styles and competencies of students of varying
ability. They are: Phase I Orientation where teacher present the
topic. Phase II Participant training where the students begin to
get into the simulation. Phase III The simulation itself where the
students participating in the simulation while the teacher
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function in the role as referee or coach. Phase IV Debriefing
where summarize event and perception.
The purposes of brain gym method as follows:
a. Supplying skill method to the students in their vocabulary
systematically.
b. Improving students’ comprehending and understanding of
various games by efficient and effective.
c. Improving achievement of the students in their vocabulary.
Based on some ideas above, the researcher can interpret
that student’s vocabulary depends on the method that they use.
Meanwhile, brain gym method is one effective method that can
be used in increasing their achievement in vocabulary.
A common procedure for conducting brain gym is doing it
at the beginning of the class. The students are asked to prepare
their self by paying attention to the instruction given by teacher
in the process of brain gym. Another procedure is to look for
understanding of students in brain gym movement by testing
them with instructions. Lastly, the procedure of applying brain
gym by collaborating all the movements in one meeting. So
every meeting there will have some various collaboration of
movements.
The advantages of Barin Gym according

to Carrier

(1980:6), as follows :
a. Brain gym can be used to change the pace of a lesson
and so maintain motivation.
b. Brain Gym can be used to functuate long formal
teaching units and renew students energy before
returning to more formal learning.
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c. Brain gym can change the role of the teacher from that
a formal instructure to that manager organizer of
activities that students enjoy participating. This can be
useful in reducing teacher-students distance or conflict.
d. Brain

gym

can

increase

teacher-students

communication and so reduce the domination of the
classroom by the teacher.
From the explanation above, It can be concluded that the
use of Brain gym in learning process is very important, useful,
appropriate, effective way in facilitating the students in a
teaching.
CONCLUSION
Based on the describing above, the researcher concludes
that one of important point in teaching is teacher should give full
the attention especially in vocabulary skill. Therefore, in teaching
vocabulary a teacher is required to used

a good strategy.

Actually, there some technique that can be used to teach
vocabulary but the researcher using only
contribution of

focus to explain the

brain gym in developing student vocabulary.

Brain gym is a simple movement which involves some points
which is related to the brain of human. It can make the
students easily to breath, the blood circular can be in a good
circulation.

The movement of brain gym can increase the

students’ concentration in learning, strengthen the students’
motivation, develop the students’ self confidence, self esteem,
and togetherness feeling and can reduce the students’ stress in
learning.
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